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ABSTRACT
We report high-resolution spectroscopic detection of TiO molecular signature in the day-side spectra of WASP-33 b, the second
hottest known hot Jupiter. We used High-Dispersion Spectrograph (HDS; R ∼ 165,000) in the wavelength range of 0.62 – 0.88
µm with the Subaru telescope to obtain the day-side spectra of WASP-33 b. We suppress and correct the systematic effects of
the instrument, the telluric and stellar lines by using SYSREM algorithm after the selection of good orders based on Barnard star
and other M-type stars. We detect a 4.8-σ signal at an orbital velocity of Kp= +237.5 +13.0−5.0 km s
−1 and systemic velocity Vsys=
-1.5 +4.0−10.5 km s
−1, which agree with the derived values from the previous analysis of primary transit. Our detection with the
temperature inversion model implies the existence of stratosphere in its atmosphere, however, we were unable to constrain the
volume-mixing ratio of the detected TiO. We also measure the stellar radial velocity and use it to obtain a more stringent constraint
on the orbital velocity, Kp = 239.0+2.0−1.0 km s
−1. Our results demonstrate that high-dispersion spectroscopy is a powerful tool to
characterize the atmosphere of an exoplanet, even in the optical wavelength range, and show a promising potential in using and
developing similar techniques with high-dispersion spectrograph on current 10m-class and future extremely large telescopes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Thermal inversion in exoplanetary atmosphere is still a
problem not completely understood in the theory of exo-
planetary atmosphere. This inversion layer was predicted by
Hubeny et al. (2003) and Fortney et al. (2008) in a highly
irradiated planet, which is caused by high-temperature ab-
sorber molecules such as TiO or VO that absorb UV and vis-
ible radiation from the incoming stellar radiation, and heat
up the upper atmosphere. By measuring shallower eclipse
depths at 4.5 µm and 5.6 µm, caused mainly by H2O and
CO, than the thermal continuum at the nearby band (3.6 and
9 µm) using the Spitzer Space Telescope (Spitzer), the first
evidence of inversion layer was reported by Knutson et al.
(2008) in the atmosphere of HD 209458 b. Although there
have been similar observations of secondary eclipse depth
by the same telescope suggesting the detection of an inver-
sion layer, it was shown by Hansen et al. (2014) that several
previous single-transit observations using Spitzer have sig-
nificantly higher uncertainties than previously known, which
made the measured emission-like features doubtful. Using
the CRyogenic high-resolution InfraRed Echelle SPectro-
graph (CRIRES Kaeufl et al. 2004) in the Very Large Tele-
scope (VLT), Schwarz et al. (2015) observed the day-side of
HD 209458 b and reported the non-detection of CO at 2.3
µm and constrained the nonexistence of the inversion layer
in the pressure range of 10−1–10−3 bar, which is consis-
tent with the results by Zellem et al. (2014) and Diamond-
Lowe et al. (2014). Despite the non-detection of CO in the
day-side of HD 209458 b, Snellen et al. (2010) detected a
CO absorption feature at 5.6-σ using a similar instrument in
the transmission spectrum. One of the possible causes of the
non-detection is that the average day-side atmosphere of HD
209458 b is near-isothermal in the pressure range that they
probe, which makes the day-side spectrum almost featureless
(Schwarz et al. 2015).
Evans et al. (2017) reported the detection of H2O emission
features in a super-hot Jupiter, WASP-121b (Teq ∼ 2500 K),
using the combination of Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and
Spitzer. The presence of water was resolved and detected
at 5-σ confidence level, strengthening the previous conclu-
sion by Evans et al. (2016), which made WASP-121b the
first exoplanet with resolved emission features and detected
stratosphere layer. Their findings also include the possible
detection of VO in its atmosphere at the level of 1000x solar
abundance, and a thermal inversion-like atmospheric struc-
ture, even though they only used a 1D atmospheric model
structure and did not take the non-equilibrium chemistry into
account. Sedaghati et al. (2017) observed WASP-19b dur-
ing transit using a low-dispersion spectrograph, FORS2, on
VLT. They confirmed the presence of water (7.9-σ) and si-
multaneously revealed the presence of TiO (7.7-σ), strongly
scattering haze (7.4-σ) and sodium (3.4-σ). They also con-
strained the relative abundance of those molecules, however,
the presence of a thermal inversion remains unproved be-
cause a transmission spectrum has less information on tem-
perature structure of the atmosphere. Other evidence of ther-
mal inversion has also been reported in the atmosphere of
WASP-33 b (Teq ∼ 2700 K), which is the second hottest hot
Jupiter, by Haynes et al. (2015), who observed the day-side
of the exoplanet using HST, and revealed a thermal excess at
about 1.2 µm, which is consistent with the TiO spectral fea-
ture. Other than these, there has been no significant evidence,
nor direct detection of TiO and/or VO in the atmosphere of
hot Jupiters.
The non-detection of TiO or VO can be caused by sev-
eral factors. Hubeny et al. (2003) and Spiegel et al. (2009)
suggested that gravitational settling could drag TiO/VO from
the upper atmosphere to the colder layer in the deeper atmo-
sphere. Meanwhile, owing to high-speed winds of the tidally
locked hot Jupiter, condensed molecules can also be brought
into the colder night side of the planet. If the temperature of
the atmosphere is below the TiO/VO condensation level, it
can condensate and if the vertical mixing rate, which is re-
lated to the temperature of the planet atmosphere is not high
enough, it cannot be redistributed to the upper atmosphere.
This effect is called the cold-trap effect. Knutson et al. (2010)
found a possible connection between the UV chromospheric
stellar activity and the existence of an inversion layer in the
atmosphere of known hot Jupiters. Hot Jupiters orbiting ac-
tive stars tend to have no inversion layer and those orbiting
quiet stars showed evidences of the existence of an inver-
sion layer in their atmosphere. Knutson et al. (2010) sug-
gested that the increased UV intensity can probably destroy
the compounds that are responsible of creating an inversion
layer. Meanwhile, using high-dispersion spectroscopy, Hoei-
jmakers et al. (2015) reported the inaccuracy of the TiO line
list that was used at wavelengths shorter than 6300 A˚. The
accuracy level, however, tends to increase at longer wave-
lengths, which was shown by the cross-correlation result be-
tween the spectrum of Barnard’s Star and the model spectrum
created by using the corresponding TiO line list (see Figure
9 of Hoeijmakers et al. 2015).
Recently, direct detection of molecular signature in exo-
planet atmosphere using high-dispersion spectroscopy is one
of the most widespread approach to the attempt of exoplanet
characterization (e.g Snellen et al. 2010; Crossfield et al.
2011; Birkby et al. 2013; de Kok et al. 2013; Hoeijmak-
ers et al. 2015; Schwarz et al. 2015; Birkby et al. 2017;
Esteves et al. 2017). Unlike low-dispersion spectroscopy,
high-dispersion spectroscopy can resolve molecular bands
into individual absorption lines. The variation of Doppler
shifts during observation caused by the orbital movement en-
ables to distinguish absorption lines in the exoplanet spec-
trum from telluric lines, and ensures the unambiguous de-
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tection of specific molecules. Owing to these resolved indi-
vidual lines it is also possible to investigate several physical
parameters of the exoplanet such as the axial tilt (Kawahara
2012), the projected equatorial rotational velocity (Snellen
et al. 2014), wind speed (Brogi et al. 2016), and the thermal
inversion layer (Schwarz et al. 2015) of the planet. Obtain-
ing the exoplanet spectrum can be done by cross-correlating
the data with the exoplanet atmosphere spectrum model, after
removing telluric and stellar lines using a specific method.
We observed WASP-33 b (Smith et al. 2011), which is
the second hottest known hot Jupiter (wavelength dependent
brightness temperature of 3620 K), orbiting quiet δ Scuti
stars. It has a retrograde orbit with a period of ∼ 1.22 days.
It is an ideal choice for transmission spectroscopy measure-
ments: owing to its unusually large radius (Collier Cameron
et al. 2010) and its high temperature making it not only suit-
able for secondary eclipse spectroscopy measurements, but
also as the main target to find TiO/VO in its atmosphere, as
the cold-trap effect is unlikely at this temperature level.
In this paper, we report a direct detection of TiO molecules
and a stratosphere layer of WASP-33b, based on ground-
based observation of the day-side emission spectrum in the
visible wavelength range (6170-8817A˚). The observation,
data reduction, and systematic effect removal (including the
correction of the blaze function variation, common wave-
length grid, and telluric and stellar line removal) are de-
scribed in §2. We also examine our methods to create the
model spectrum and to cross-correlate the data with the
model spectrum. Here, we also explain the method to con-
firm the radial velocity of WASP-33 and the accuracy of TiO
line list used by us. In §3, the possibility of signal detection
of TiO and the order-by-order (order-based) optimization of
the SYSREM algorithm are explored. Here, we also show
the final result after the optimization and the statistical test.
This is followed by the discussion and the conclusions our
findings in §4.
2. OBSERVATION AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1. Subaru Observation of WASP 33
We observed WASP-33 on UT October 26 2015 (see Table
1 for stellar and exoplanet physical and dynamical param-
eters) using High Dispersion Spectrograph (HDS Noguchi
et al. 2002) at f/12.71 optical Nasmyth focus of the the Sub-
aru 8.2 m telescope (proposal ID: S15B-090, PI: H. Kawa-
hara). The observation was conducted in a standard NIRc
set up (without Iodine cell) with Messia5, 2x1 binning set-
ting, and without image rotator. Image slicer 3 (Tajitsu et al.
2012), each with slit width= 0.′′2 was used, resulting in the
highest spectral resolution of R= 165,000 (1.8 km s−1 reso-
lution), which were sampled by two detectors (blue and red
CCDs) with 4100 × 2048 pixels (0.9 km s−1 per pixel) con-
taining 18 orders covering 6170 – 7402 A˚, and 12 orders cov-
Figure 1. The coverage of WASP-33 b orbital phase during our ob-
servation (showed by bold red line). The vertical dotted line shows
the ingress and egress phase
ering 7537 – 8817 A˚, respectively. We obtained 52 spectra of
WASP 33, each with an exposure time of 600 s, from air mass
2.97 to 1.96 on the other meridian covering 0.23 – 0.56 exo-
planet orbital phases (see Table 1 for ephemeris and derived
the orbital period, the orbital coverage of our observation is
shown by bold red line in Figure 1) with a typical seeing of
∼ 0.′′6 – 0.′′7.
2.2. M-dwarfs Spectra
Hoeijmakers et al. (2015) showed that the TiO line list used
by them is not accurate at short wavelengths (< 6000 A˚)
however, it tends to be more accurate at longer wavelengths.
For a robustness of analysis, we checked the accuracy of the
TiO line list we use in this paper, by comparing it with the
spectra of Barnard’s Star (M4V) and HD 95735 (M1.5V), as
TiO is commonly found in the atmosphere of M-type stars
and brown dwarfs (Burrows & Sharp 1999; Burrows et al.
2001). In 2016, we observed Gl752A (M3V), and HD173739
(M3V) with the Subaru telescope using the same instrumen-
tal configuration as in 2015 (proposal ID: S16A-107, PI: H.
Kawahara). To check the robustness of our cross-correlation
we also downloaded and used the calibrated spectrum of
Proxima Centauri from the ESO Science Archive Facility.
The spectrum was obtained by XSHOOTER at VLT between
5336.6 A˚ and 10200 A˚ with a resolution of R= 18,000 (pro-
posal ID: 092.D-0300(A), PI: Neves).
2.3. Standard Reduction
The data were reduced using IRAF tools1 and a custom-
built application written in Python 2.7. We corrected the
1 The Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) is distributed by
the US National Optical Astronomy Observatories, operated by the Associ-
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(a) (b)
Figure 2. Relative shifts of telluric lines compared to those in the first frame in the blue CCD (1) and red CCD (2). Noticeably the general
trend of the shift follows the trend of temperature variation inside the dome (solid red line)
over-scan and non-linearity using CL scripts that can be ob-
tained from the HDS website2 before debiasing the frames.
During the analysis of Narita et al. (2005) data, Snellen et al.
(2008) noticed the non-linearity effect in HDS. After fixing
this problem empirically, the analysis gave the detection of
sodium in the atmosphere of HD 209458b. The CCD re-
sponse (gain) for high signal-to-noise (S/N) spectra is higher
than those in a lower S/N spectra, which would make the
correction of telluric and stellar lines difficult. This prob-
lem was solved by Tajitsu et al. (2010), who provided a CL
script to correct this effect after applying the over-scan cor-
rection. The scattered light in the inter-order area was fitted
with a cubic spline function along the slit and dispersion di-
rection individually, using apscatter for the arc lamp frame,
smoothed and subtracted from all science frames. A median
flat frame was calculated from 71 dome-flat frames to cor-
rect the pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variation, and normalized
using the apnormalize task in IRAF in order to conserve the
fringe pattern along the slit direction. Using the CL script
hdsis ecf.cl 3, we flat-fielded and extracted 1-dimensional
spectra of total 30 orders. Using hdsis ecf.cl the science spec-
tra were sliced along the slit from−12 to +8 pixels and from
−11 to +8 pixels relative to the center of the order tracer
of each order for the blue and red CCD respectively, divided
them by the slice of the normalized median flat frame and
sum combined. If a larger width was used, a high-frequency
noise would appear along the wavelength in the extracted
ation of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under a cooperative
agreement with the National Science Foundation.
2 http://www.subarutelescope.org/Observing/
Instruments/HDS/index.html
3 https://www.naoj.org/Observing/Instruments/HDS/
hdsql/hdsql-cl-20170807.tar.gz
spectra, caused by the edge of the aperture, which was de-
fined earlier in apnormalize by using a median flat frame. We
derived the wavelength solution by identifying 133 emission
lines of Thorium-Argon arc lamp frames taken at the begin-
ning and the end of the observation, and fitted with a fifth
and third order Chebyshev function corresponding to the dis-
persion and slit directions respectively, using ecidentify. The
pixel RMS value of the residual fitting was∼ 0.0012 for both
CCDs. Then, the spectra were assigned by interpolating be-
tween the preceding and the following Thorium-Argon arc
lamp frames in respect of the observation time, using ref-
spec with the relative distance of the spectra to the reference
spectra as the weight of the interpolation. Then, the wave-
length solution was applied using dispcor. These steps were
applied to the non-normalized median flat frame to create the
corrector for the blaze function. All science frames were then
divided by the blaze function corrector to create the final re-
duced frames. Then the next step is correcting the variation
of blaze function along the time which is given in detailed in
Appendix A.
2.4. Common Wavelength Grid
We measured the shifts of the spectrum during the observa-
tion, by measuring the relative shifts of strong telluric lines
to the reference spectrum. First, we detected telluric lines
using peakutils4 (15 – 20 lines on average per selected or-
der) in the order that contain well-spread telluric lines in the
wavelength direction. We then fitted a Gaussian function to
determine the precise centroid of each line and compared it
with the centroid of the same lines in the first frame. The
relative shift of each order was calculated by taking the me-
4 https://bitbucket.org/lucashnegri
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Table 1. System parameters of WASP-33
Parameter Value
WASP-33
M? (M⊙) 1.561+0.045−0.079a
1.512 ± 0.04 d
1.495 ± 0.031 b
R? (R⊙) 1.509+0.016−0.027
L? (L⊙) 6.17 ± 0.43
Spectral type A5
Teff (K) 7400 ± 200b
log g 4.3 ± 0.2
[Fe/H] 0.1 ± 0.2b
[M/H] 0.1 ± 0.2a
Centre-of-mass velocity (km s−1) -2.19 ± 0.09b
-3.69 ± 0.09b
-2.11 ± 0.05b
vrot sin i? (km s−1) 86.63+0.37−0.32
c
d (pc) 117 ± 2
WASP-33b
To-2450000 (BJD) 6934.77146 ± 0.00059c
P (days) 1.2198709a
Ttransit (days) 0.1143 ± 0.0002a
Tingress (days) 0.0124 ± 0.0002a
a/R? 3.69 ± 0.01a
i (◦) 88.695+0.031−0.029
c
2015 MP (MJ ) 3.266 ± 0.726a
RP (RJ ) 1.679+0.019−0.030
a
log gP [CGS] 3.46+0.08−0.12
a
Kp (km s−1) 231.11 +2.20−3.97
a
228.67 +2.00−2.04
d
227.81 +1.56−31.59
b
aAdopted from Kova´cs et al. 2013
bAdopted from Collier Cameron et al. (2010)
cAdopted from Johnson et al. (2015)
dAdopted from Smith et al. (2011)
dian combination of the shifts in that order. There are order
dependent shifts of about 0.05 pixel, but because the infor-
mation for the order that does not has strong telluric lines is
not available and the value is too small to affect the result
(0.05 pixels corresponding to ∼0.04 km s−1), we decided to
ignore it. The results of all selected order were combined to
estimate the shift of the corresponding frame, by calculating
its weighted median combined.
The amplitude of relative shifts is about 0.13 and 0.08 pixel
(∼0.12 and 0.07 km s−1) for blue and red CCD, respec-
tively. Noticeably the general trend of the shifts are cor-
related with the shifts of the temperature inside the dome
(∆T ∼1.75 K) during the observation (see Figure 2 a & b).
This wavelength-temperature shift relation trend is relatively
weaker than those for the CRIRES in VLT reported by Brogi
et al. (2013) (1.5 K change in temperatures corresponding to
1.5 pixels shifts), which gave a non-detection of the 51 Peg b
signal due to the odd-even effect for detector 4.
Then, the spectra were shifted with spline interpolation,
based on the weighted median combined shift of each frame,
and then re-sampled into a common wavelength bin. The
spectra of each order were then stacked in a matrix with
wavelength bin values in its column, and spectrum num-
bers (or time/orbital phases) in the rows. 5-σ clipping was
performed for each wavelength bin to identify any bad pix-
els/cosmic rays, which are replaced by the mean value of the
bin. We excluded these bad region for the rest of the analy-
sis, which is 5.30% and 7.19% of all pixels in blue and red
CCDs, respectively, mostly because they are on the edge of
the CCD.
2.5. Removal of Telluric and Stellar Absorption Lines
In the studied wavelength range, telluric and stellar ab-
sorption lines are dominating the spectrum, while the exo-
planet to stellar flux contrast is expected at the level of 10−3
(when extrapolated from the best-fitted spectrum in Haynes
et al. 2015). Removal of telluric and stellar lines is critical
in order to detect the TiO signature by cross-correlation, as
the exoplanet spectrum is buried under sharp noises due to
those lines. The the spectrum of WASP-33b is expected to be
Doppler-shifted from +230 km s−1 (at its maximum) to −54
km s−1 (at the end of the observation), while telluric and
stellar lines remain relatively stationary during the course of
the observation. Telluric lines, which are dominated mostly
by water and oxygen lines, are varied in strength due to the
changes of geometric air mass and water vapor column of the
atmosphere.
The quasi-static telluric and stellar absorption lines were
removed by implementing the SYSREM algorithm to re-
move systematic effects (variation of atmospheric condition,
the changing of CCD efficiency, variation of point spread
function, etc.) without any priors in a large set of light
curves (Tamuz et al. 2005; Mazeh et al. 2007). It has been
used either in the detrending/systematic effects removal of
transit surveys (e.g SuperWASP, CoRoT light curves Collier
Cameron et al. 2006; Ofir et al. 2010), or in the removal of
6 NUGROHO ET AL.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Reduction process for each order of both blue (a) and red CCDs (b). The first row ([1]) shows an example of the normalized 1D
spectrum of WASP-33 following the correction of the blaze function variation and the common wavelength grid iteration. The next row ([2])
shows the 2D spectrum with the wavelength as the horizontal axis, each label representing the median wavelength of the order, while the vertical
axis is the frame number. The third row ([3]) shows the final reduced spectra after the correction of the blaze function in common wavelength
grid. The variation of brightness along the frames for all orders is due to the blaze function variation. The fourth row ([4]) shows the mean
subtracted spectra as the input to SYSREM. The fifth and sixth rows ([5] & [6]) show the residual spectra after running SYSREM with 1 and
4 iteration and through the double high-pass filter, at the latter stage almost all telluric lines have been removed. The masked bad regions are
shown by grey areas in all rows except the first one.
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quasi-static telluric lines in the similar analysis to this work
(e.g. Birkby et al. 2013, 2017; Esteves et al. 2017). Each
wavelength bin (4100 wavelength bin per order on average)
is treated as a “light-curve” consisting of 52 frames (includ-
ing the frames when WASP-33 b in the secondary eclipse
phase). Then each “light-curve” was subtracted from their
mean value before applying the SYSREM algorithm order-
by-order (fourth row in Figure 3). The detailed description
of the SYSREM algorithm is given in Appendix B.
The step-by-step removal of telluric can be seen in Fig-
ure 3. It can be noticed that there are curve shaped features,
which can be seen in the blue CCD spectra matrix, and the
degree of the curvature decreases as increasing wavelength.
These features can be caused by the imperfection of the cor-
rection of the blaze function variation. As the residual was
cross-correlated with the high-frequency TiO features, this
feature does not affect the results and these were roughly re-
moved after a double high-pass filter was applied (see Figure
3).
Any linear systematic variation along all wavelength bins
in each order can be found and removed from the spectrum
starting with the most significant one, such as air mass vari-
ation. Ideally, the expected residual is the Doppler-shifted
exoplanet spectrum only, with additional noise. We perform
two cases of the SYSREM reduction: One is that we re-
move the first ten systematics (henceforth SYSREM itera-
tion, Nsys = 10) for all of the orders (SYSREM with com-
mon iteration number in §3.1). This simple procedure gives
a conservative estimate of the signal detection. Another at-
tempt is that we determine the optimum number of subse-
quent SYSREM iterations for each order that gives the opti-
mum systematic removal (Order-based SYSREM optimiza-
tion in §3.2). The latter is based on the fact that SYSREM
tends to remove the exoplanet spectrum after the Doppler-
shifted variation dominate the systematic change in the spec-
trum.
Before performing cross-correlation for each residual, we
applied a double high-pass filter similarly to the case of M-
dwarfs star spectrum, using a smoothing function with a 25-
pixel width for the first filter and 51-pixel width for the sec-
ond filter, to remove any low-frequency variations along the
spectrum, before cross-correlating with a grid of the Doppler-
shifted WASP-33b model spectrum. Then, the values of each
wavelength bin were weighted by their noise, which is de-
fined by the standard deviation of the bin as a function of
time. The results of this removal process are 10 sets of
smoothed weighted SYSREM residuals for each CCD.
2.6. Spectral Template
To constrain the existence of TiO molecules in WASP-
33 b emission spectra by cross-correlation, model spectra
was generated with various profiles and volume mixing ra-
tio (VMR) of TiO, assuming several atmospheric models as
described in Table 2. Three different temperature–pressure
(T/P) profiles were adopted, which described the average ver-
tical temperature structure of the planetary day-side atmo-
sphere: full inversion (FI), non-inversion (NI) as shown in the
right panels of Figure 4, and T/P profile from Haynes et al.
(2015), known as the H-model, as shown in the right panel of
Figure 5. For the NI model, it was assumed that the temper-
ature decreases with a constant lapse rate from P0= 102 bar
with T0= 3700 K to P1= 10−5 bar with T1= 2700 K. For the
FI model, the temperature increases from P0= 102 with T0=
2700 K to P1= 10−5 with T1= 3700 K. For both models, a
constant TiO concentration at solar abundance level was as-
sumed, that is, VMR= 10−7.2 and no other molecule in the
atmosphere. For the H-model, seven constant VMRs of TiO
from sub-solar to super-solar abundance level were assumed,
log VMRTiO= [−4, −5, −6, −7, −8, −9, −10]. The atmo-
sphere was divided into 50 layers, which were evenly spaced
in log pressure between 102 to 10−5 bar, and the altitudes
were calculated by assuming hydro-static H2 dominant at-
mosphere and using the derived mass and a radius of WASP-
33b from the reference (Table 1). We also modeled the non-
inverted atmosphere (henceforth M-dwarf model) with T0=
2600 K at P0= 0.01 bar and T1= 4000 K at P1= 1 bar assum-
ing a constant rate of temperature change with log pressure,
resulting in TiO absorption features only for log VMR= −7.
Table 2. Models of planetary atmosphere
Name T/P Profile log VMR
FI Full inversion −7
NI No inversion −7
H Realistic inversion (Haynes et al. (2015)) −4 – −10
The cross section of molecules was calculated using
Python scripts for Computational Atmospheric Spectroscopy
(Py4CATS5). The procedure of computing the cross sec-
tion is described in Appendix C. Then, the cross-sections
were combined into continuum absorption coefficients and
integrated along the line-of-sight through the atmosphere,
resulting delta optical depths per layer. The Schwarzschild
equation was solved by integrating the Planck function ver-
sus the monochromatic transmission, along the line-of-sight
and convolved with a Gaussian kernel to match with the HDS
resolution. In total, we produced 9 WASP-33b mock spectra
and 1 non-inverted model for TiO line list accuracy analysis;
1 full inversion (FI-spec), 1 no inversion (NI-spec), 7 spectra
for Haynes (H-spec), and 1 M-dwarf model. See Figure 4 for
5 see http://www.libradtran.org for details
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FI-spec and NI-spec, Figure 5 for H-spec, and Figure 6 for 5
M-dwarfs spectra+1 M-dwarf model spectrum.
In this analysis, the systemic velocity (Vsys) is one of the
important parameters to confirm the detection (if there is
any); thus by measuring radial-velocity (RV) of WASP-33
and comparing it with the previous results, the confidence
and the robustness of our analysis are improved. Instead of
creating the WASP-33 comparison spectra by our self, we
used the stellar model spectrum from Coelho (2014) for Teff=
7500 K, log g= 4.5, [Fe/H]= +0.2 and [α/Fe]= 0. The stellar
model spectrum was convolved to the HDS resolution and
rotationally broadened to resemble the Doppler broadening
caused by its fast rotation (henceforth Coelho model spec-
trum).
2.7. System Velocity from Stellar Spectra
To measure the radial velocity of the WASP-33 system, we
analyzed the standard reduced WASP-33 spectra and masked
the telluric lines of the selected order that contain signifi-
cant stellar absorption lines. Then, the spectra were cross-
correlated order-by-order with the Doppler-shifted Coelho
model spectrum from −100 km s−1 to +100 km s−1 with
0.1 km s−1 intervals. In this cross-correlation, only the spec-
tra in blue CCD was used, because there are a lot of telluric
lines and less stellar absorption lines in the red CCD spec-
trum. For each selected order, the RV value with the highest
cross-correlation signal was extracted, and median combined
to calculate the RV of WASP-33 for the corresponding frame.
Then, the weighted median combine of the RV of all frames
was calculated, following the correction of the barycentric ra-
dial velocity difference to have the final WASP-33 RV value.
The results can be seen in Figure 7b, and the median of the
measured RV is −3.02 ± 0.42 km s−1. Although this value
is different from the value −9.2 ± 2.8 km s−1 (Gontcharov
2006) in the SIMBAD database, our result is consistent with
Collier Cameron et al. (2010), which used Doppler tomog-
raphy technique to confirm the existence of the planet and
measured the center-of-mass velocity (see Table 1). There-
fore we used this value as the radial velocity of the WASP-33
system, which is taken into consideration when evaluating
the result of the WASP-33b vs TiO model cross-correlation
analysis.
2.7.1. Line List Accuracy and Excluding Bad Orders
To check the TiO line list accuracy, five standard reduced
M-dwarf spectra were cross-correlated order-by-order with
the M-dwarf model. The model spectra were Doppler-shifted
from −80 km s−1 to +80 km s−1 relative to the RV of the
expected target, from SIMBAD database with 1 km s−1 in-
tervals. The object and model spectrum was divided by their
continuum profile, calculated by applying a double high-pass
filter with 501 pixels and 1001 pixels of smoothing function
before the cross-correlation, in order to maintain the cross-
correlation scale (from −1 to 1).
The cross-correlation results of five M-dwarf spectra ver-
sus the M-dwarf model is shown in Figure 8. As Hoeijmak-
ers et al. (2015) expected, the accuracy of the TiO line list
improved in the longer wavelength, although there are cross-
correlation functions (CCFs) of several order, which blue-
shifted from their expected radial velocity, and several others
do not have any significant peak. For the other of the order,
the peaks are located at their expected radial-velocity. The
shifts are most likely caused by the inaccuracy of the TiO line
list itself, because the first three orders of the blue CCD show
similar blue-shifted CCF for the five different M-dwarf spec-
tra. The shift is about ∼ 21 km s−1 (shown by blue dashed
line in Figure 8). There are several orders that have no signif-
icant peak, which can be caused by the imperfection of our
simple atmosphere modeling or the inaccuracy of the line list.
Note that all orders that have no significant CCF peak, have
a large bad region except the last order of the red CCD (see
Figure 3 and/or Figure 8). These bad orders are excluded for
the rest of the analysis including order 2 in red CCD due to
heavily contaminated by strong telluric lines.
3. TIO SIGNAL DETECTION
3.1. Results from SYSREM with Common Iteration Number
As described in §2.5, we first analyze the spectra with a
common SYSREM iteration number for all orders. A grid
of Doppler-shifted WASP-33b model spectrum was cross-
correlated with weighted SYSREM residuals. The Doppler-
shifted model spectrum covers planet radial velocity (RVp)
between −169.69 km s−1 ≤ RVp ≤ +393.30 km s−1 with
0.5 km s−1 intervals, corresponding to half of the HDS
sampling resolution. For each detector, the CCFs of every
good orders (all orders excluding the bad orders explained in
§2.7.1) were summed. This value is listed in the CCF ma-
trix with a dimension of 1127 (RV as column) × 52 (orbital
phase as row). Then, the CCF matrix of blue and red CCDs
was summed to calculate the final CCF matrix. These steps
were done for all SYSREM residuals.
We then calculate the CCF map in the Kp – Vsys plane for
all spectrum models by doing the following steps. The CCF
of the frames (40 frames in total, excluding the frames when
WASP-33b was expected in the secondary eclipse phase) was
integrated along the expected RVp curve:
RVp(t) = Kp sin(2piφ(t)) + Vsys + vbary(t) (1)
with
φ(t) =
t− T0
P
(2)
where vbary(t) is the barycentric correction, φ(t) is the planet
orbital phase, t is the mid observation time in BJD, T0 is the
ephemeris, and P is the orbital period of the planet, Kp is the
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Figure 4. WASP-33b spectrum model using full inversion (FI) and no inversion (NI) of the TP profile. The left panel shows the WASP-33b
model spectrum for both FI-spec and NI-spec. The color shade represents the wavelength range of the observed order, blue, and orange color
represent the wavelength range in the blue and red CCDs, respectively. The vertical axis shows the planet to star flux contrast in the level of
10−3. The middle panel shows the weight function along the wavelength for the pressure range considered. The right panel shows our adopted
temperature profile of the WASP-33b atmosphere.
Figure 5. WASP-33b spectrum model using TP profile of Haynes et al. (2015). The left panel shows the WASP-33b model spectrum of various
VMR. The vertical axis shows the planet to star flux contrast in the level of 10−3. The right panel shows our adopted temperature profile of the
WASP-33b atmosphere.
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Figure 6. Observed spectrum of five M-dwarf stars that were used for the TiO line list accuracy comparison. The bumps on the 4 first spectra
are caused by the uncorrected blaze function. Before order-by-order cross-correlation, the spectrum was normalized by its continuum profile.
The color shade represents the wavelength range of the observed order, the blue color is in the blue CCD and orange color is in the red CCD.
(a) (b)
Figure 7. (a) The colored line is an example of blue CCD spectrum of WASP-33 after standard reduction. Different colors mean different
order. The black line is Coelho model spectrum. (b) The barycentric corrected RV of WASP-33 during the observation (red star), as a result of
combining the RV of each order that has the highest cross-correlation signal. The blue line is the weighted median combine of all frames that
was taken as the RV of WASP-33.The error bar is the 1-σ scatter across the observation time.
semi-amplitude of the radial velocity of the planet, and Vsys
is the systemic velocity 6. We consider the radial velocity of
the planet semi-amplitude between +150 km s−1 ≤ Kp ≤
+310 km s−1, and systemic velocity between −80 km s−1
≤ Vsys ≤ +80 km s−1 with 0.5 km s−1 steps. The result is a
321 (Vsys as column)× 320 (Kp as row) CCF matrix. Then
this matrix was divided by its the standard deviation to make
Kp – Vsys S/N map.
Figure 9 shows the Kp – Vsys S/N map for Nsys = 4 (H-
spec) and 10 (H-, FI-, and NI-spec models). In all the cases
6 The nodal precession of WASP-33b caused the orbital inclination to
evolve from ∼ 86.61◦ in 2008 to 88.70◦ in 2014 (Johnson et al. 2015), and
based on Smith et al. (2011) analysis on its orbital eccentricity, we can safely
assume a circular orbit with orbital inclination ∼ 90◦ to calculate RVp
except for NI-spec, we detected positive peaks with > 4-σ,
while the map for NI-spec exhibits a negative peak at the
same place. The maps for H-spec and FI-spec exhibits the
strong peak in almost all SYSREM iteration number at Kp=
+237.0 km s−1 and Vsys= −1.5 km s−1 (henceforth peak
A). Among all H-spec, the strongest signal was found in log
VMR= −8. This peak is also the strongest one in the Kp –
Vsys c.c. maps of both FI-spec and NI-spec for most of the
SYSREM iteration number, although for NI-spec the value is
negative. The positive value of the peak A in H-spec and FI-
spec, and the negative value in NI-spec suggested that non-
inversion atmosphere is unlikely for WASP-33b if peak A is
the real signal. The second strongest peak was detected at
Kp= +192.0 km s−1 and Vsys= +19.5 km s−1 (henceforth
peak B) in the SYSREM iteration number= 2 only.
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Figure 8. Cross-correlation results between M-dwarf model and five M-dwarf spectra, Barnard’s Star (black line), HD 95735 (blue line),
Gl752A (green line), HD173739 (red line), and Proxima Centauri (brown line). The color of the label of the wavelength range also represents
the order to which the CCD belongs. Note that the y-axis scale is not uniform, thus the orders cannot be compared. The black dash line is the
rest-frame RV of each M-dwarf stars, while the vertical blue dashed line in the first three orders of the blue CCD is the position of CCF peaks
on those orders. The blue and red shaded panel show the bad shape CCF that are masked for the rest of the analysis (bad). The grey shaded
panel shows the masked order in the later analysis due to heavily contaminated by strong telluric lines (ht).
Figure 10 shows the S/N of peaks A and B as a function
of the SYSREM iteration, although peak B is unlikely to
be a real signal, due to its physically non-realistic Kp and
Vsys values compared with the expected value from previous
studies, it was chosen as a representative of the noise/false-
positive signal. The S/N of peak B decreases as increasing of
the SYSREM iteration number. The S/N of peak A increases
from SYSREM iteration= 1 until SYSREM iteration= 4 then
decreases until SYSREM iteration= 6 before begin to in-
crease again until SYSREM iteration= 10. The increasing of
S/N of peak A after SYSREM iteration= 6 is most likely due
to the difference level of telluric and/or stellar lines removal
in each order. It can be seen in the Figure 9 a for SYSREM
iteration= 4 where multiple peaks, 5 peaks, within 1σ value
from the strongest peak can be found (white color). While in
the Figure 9 b there are only 2 peaks, peak A and the other
one at about Kp ∼ +160.0 km s−1 and Vsys ∼ −20 km s−1.
From the curve of Figure 10, it is natural to adopt Nsys = 10
as a fiducial iteration number. Because the common iteration
number for all orders does not fully optimize the procedure
of the systematics removal, 4.3-σ of the significance level
for H-spec (VMR= −8) we obtained should be regarded as a
conservative estimate of detection level.
3.2. Order-based SYSREM Optimization
The level of systematics (telluric lines) should be differ-
ent for each order, thus to find the optimized SYSREM iter-
ation number of each order, following steps were also per-
formed. A scaled artificial signal was injected at the detected
RV (Kp= +237 km s−1 and Vsys=−1.5 km s−1) in the spec-
tra before telluric and stellar lines removal. The scaling was
performed according to the equation
Fscaledpm(λ) = sc× Fpm(λ)
Fstar(λ)
(
Rp
Rstar
)2
, (3)
where sc is the scaling constant, Fscaledpm is the scaled ar-
tificial signal, Fpm(λ) is the planet model spectrum (H-spec
with log VMR= −8) from the integration of Planck function
versus monochromatic transmission along the line-of-sight
(see §2.6), Fstar(λ) is the black body flux of T= 7400 K rep-
resenting the continuum level of the WASP-33 flux, Rp and
Rstar are the planet and star radius, respectively.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9. (a) and (b) are the Kp – Vsys cross-correlation map of H-spec (log VMR= -8) for SYSREM iteration number= 4 and 10 respectively.
(c) and (d) are the Kp – Vsys cross-correlation map of FI-spec and NI-spec for SYSREM iteration number= 10 respectively. The white dashed
line is the expected Kp and Vsys from the previous studies. The black line is the maximum S/N peak in the map. The top and right panels show
the 1-dimensional cross section of the CCF peak along the Vsys and Kp respectively. A and B are the peak A and peak B respectively.
To check the dependence on the strength of the injected
signal, we adopt 5 different injected signals with sc = [0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0]. The injected signals are broadened by a
rotation kernel, using fastRotBroad from PyAstronomy with
v. sin i= 0.4 times the expected projected velocity of WASP-
33b (calculated by assuming a tidally locked condition with
the parameter in the Table 1 referring to the typical broaden-
ing width of tidally locked exoplanet as shown in Kawahara
2012). We convolve with a box-function to take into account
the change of Doppler shift during the 600 s exposures per
frame. The signals were injected into the spectra, before per-
forming telluric and/or stellar lines removal using SYSREM
algorithm. The residuals for each SYSREM iteration were
cross-correlated with the artificial signal itself.
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Figure 10. The S/N of peak A and B along the SYSREM iteration
number,Nsys, for H-spec (log VMR=−8). The blue diamond-lined
is the S/N of peak A and the red circle-dotted line is the S/N of peak
B.
The CCF of each order of each frame was aligned to the
planet rest-frame according to the injected Kp – Vsys (e.g.
the middle panel of Figure 13). Then, the aligned CCFs of
all frames except the frames corresponding to the secondary
eclipse were summed to create the total mean CCF. To exam-
ine the exoplanet signal for various combinations of SYS-
REM iteration numbers, the peak value of the total mean
CCF in ± 2.5 km s−1 was taken between the expected rest-
frame radial velocity of the (0 km s−1) planet and divided by
the its outside standard deviation (non-detection CCF value)
to include the “noise” (henceforth Smax/n). The results for
five injected signals are shown in Figure 11.
The signal strength (Smax/n) behaves differently in ev-
ery order, depending on the amount of telluric and/or stel-
lar lines contamination and the strength of the injected sig-
nal (represented by sc value). There are several jumps in
Smax/n curves, which may be caused by spurious signal,
thus by following the general trend of the recovered Smax/n
curves of 5 different injected signals the optimum SYSREM
iteration number we chose the optimum SYSREM iteration
numbers. For blue and red CCDs the optimum SYSREM it-
eration numbers are [2, 2, 8, 2, 1, 1, 5, 3, 1, 3, 5, 2, 7, 2, 8, 2,
2, 2] and [2, 3, 5, 2, 3, 4, 2, 8, 3, 9, 3, 5], respectively, for each
of its orders. Figure 12 shows the level of telluric and/or stel-
lar lines contamination of each order, which is represented
by the standard deviation value of the standard reduced spec-
trum in that order, and its corresponding optimum SYSREM
iteration number. One can see the tendency that the optimum
SYSREM iteration number increases as exhibiting more tel-
luric and/or stellar lines in the spectrum, except for one in the
bottom right of the figure ( the order having many O2 lines).
Using the optimum SYSREM iteration number, the mean
CCF map was calculated for all of the spectrum model as
shown in Figure 13 (left panel). Then the CCF was aligned
to the rest-frame of the planet (middle panel). The TiO sig-
nal can be seen in the left panels as a positive (dark) sig-
nal with an arc shape for H- and FI- spec and as a negative
(bright) one for NI-spec. In the middle panels of the fig-
ures, the planet signal was aligned such that it can be seen
as a vertical dark/bright trail at the Vsys= −1.5 km s−1. The
right panels show the mean CCF with the width of 6 pixels
centered at Vsys= −1.5 km s−1 (CCFexo). For FI- and H-
models, the CCF curve exhibits a positive offset during the
visible phase while there is no offset when the planet is be-
hind the star. This feature supports the atmospheric origin of
the CCF signal. The exposure time for a single frame is 600 s,
which corresponds to ∼ 7 km s−1 at the near-eclipse phase.
This long exposure time should have smeared out the day-
side spectrum by the change in the radial component of the
orbital velocity of the planet, especially in the phases near the
secondary eclipse. This smearing effect may account for the
fact that the signal is only visible at the phase . 0.35, while
it should be stronger at the phase & 0.35 because larger part
of the dayside of the WASP-33b is visible.
Figure 14 shows a Kp – Vsys S/N map for H-spec with log
VMRTiO= −8. The noise level in the Kp – Vsys S/N map
after optimization is significantly suppressed. The strongest
peak was found with 4.8-σ detection significance at Kp=
+237.5 +13.0−5.0 km s
−1 and Vsys= −1.5 +4.0−10.5 km s−1 within
an elliptic region of 1 sigma. The latter is consistent with
the estimates from the stellar RV (§2.7 and Collier Cameron
et al. 2010). Because we already have the strong constraint
on Vsys = −3.02 ± 0.42 km s−1 from the stellar spectrum
(§2.7), we may assume this value as the prior of Vsys on the
Kp – Vsys S/N map. Then we obtain a stronger constraint,
Kp = 239.0
+2.0
−1.0 km s
−1. This is the first time that the or-
bital velocity of WASP-33b was dynamically measured. The
orbital velocity of a planet depends on the orbital period and
the mass of the host star. Since the measurement of orbital
period is very precise for a transiting exoplanet, our obser-
vation provides the first model-independent measurement of
the mass of the host star. Using the period of WASP-33b
from the previous study (see Table 1) the measured mass of
the host star is M? = 1.73+0.04−0.02 M
⊙, which is larger than
values previously reported.
3.3. Statistical Tests
The in-trail CCF (henceforth in-trail signal) was compared
with the out-of-trail CCF (henceforth out-of-trail signal) by
performing Welch’s t-test to check if the mean is same as-
suming that two distributions were drawn from the same par-
ent distribution, using the SciPy module in Python 2.7. We
used equation (1) to calculate the expected RVp for the same
range to ones for the Kp – Vsys CCF maps, and took the 1
pixel mean CCF value at the closest RV to RVp. The out-of-
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Figure 11. Smax/n of all orders for various SYSREM iteration numbers. The vertical lines mark the SYSREM iteration number that made
the signal strength optimum. The blue circle, yellow asterisk, green diamond, red square, and purple cross are the Smax/n of the recovered
injected signal with sn= [0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0] respectively. The number in the white box at the bottom left of each panel represents the order
number and the color represents the CCD (blue or red).
Figure 12. Standard deviation of the spectrum of each order with
their corresponding optimized SYSREM iteration number. The blue
cross and the red circle indicate the spectrum in the blue and red
CCDs, respectively. The value of the standard deviation represents
the amount of telluric and/or stellar lines contamination for every
order.
trail signal contains all mean CCF values except the in-trail
signal.
The out-of-trail and in-trail signal histograms (width of the
in-trail signal= ± 3 pixels) were plotted. The in-trail signal
distribution shifted further from the out-of-trail signal distri-
bution. The distribution of the in-trail signal is clearly shifted
from the zero values. From the Q-Q plot (see Figure 17) it
can be seen that the out-of-trail signal distribution is a Gaus-
sian distribution until 4-σ, therefore we can safely convert
the half p-value to σ value of the detection significance using
an error function7. The Welch’s t test shows that the in-trail
distribution is deviated from the out-of-trail signal distribu-
tion by 5.0-σ (see Figure 15) in line with the S/N of this peak
detection.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We confirmed the previously claimed of the inaccuracy of
the TiO line list for wavelengths shorter than 6300 A˚ (see
Hoeijmakers et al. 2015). We also showed that the line list
accuracy is enough high for longer wavelengths, which was
considered in processing order-based optimization, therefore
our analysis no longer suffers from the inaccuracy issue. By
7 The output from the scipy module is the two-tailed p-value.
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Figure 13. Order-based optimized version of cross-correlation map
for H-spec with log VMR= −8 (first row), FI-spec (second row),
NI-spec (third row), and the injected signal (fourth row). The left
panel shows the mean CCF map. The middle panel shows the
aligned mean CCF map at Kp= +237.5 km s−1 and Vsys= −1.5
km s−1. The planet signal can be seen as a dark trail in the ex-
pected rest-frame of the radial velocity of the planet from the first
observed phase until the appearance of the secondary eclipse phase
(red dashed). The right panel shows the mean CCF for a 6 pixel
column bin (CCFexo) centered on Vsys= −1.5 km s−1 along the or-
bital phase. The solid black line shows the smoothed CCFexo with
a 3 frame smoothing window. The blue dashed line shows the zero
value of CCF.
measuring the radial velocity of the host star we also con-
firmed the measurement by Collier Cameron et al. (2010),
which differs by ∼ 4 km s−1 from the SIMBAD database.
This confirmation gives us a narrow Vsys search space to find
the possible exoplanet signal.
We reported a TiO molecule signature detection in the
day-side spectra of WASP-33b by 4.8-σ confidence level,
which provided direct evidence of the existence of TiO in
the atmosphere of the hot Jupiter. The detection levels for
VMR= -8, -9, and -10 (H-spec) lie within 1-σ from the high-
est one (VMR= -8); moreover, in our analysis we did not
use a self-consistent atmospheric model, thus the constraint
on the VMR cannot be obtained directly from our result
only. Our TiO molecular detection for H-spec and FI-spec
confirmed the existence of stratosphere (thermal inversion
layer) in the day-side of WASP-33 b, as previously has been
claimed by several studies (e.g. von Essen et al. 2015; Haynes
Figure 14. Figure Kp – Vsys S/N map of H-spec with maximum
peak at Kp= +237.5 +13.0−5.0 km s
−1 and Vsys= −1.5 +4.0−10.5 km s−1,
which gives 4.8-σ detection. The white dashed line is the expected
Kp and Vsys from the previous studies. The top and right panels
show the 1-dimensional cross section of the CCF peak along the
Vsys and Kp respectively. The black dash lines show the most sig-
nificant signal, the white dash lines show the expectedKp and Vsys,
and the color bar grid interval is 1-σ, the white area also represents
the 1-σ error of the detected signal.
Figure 15. Significance map after converting from the p-value from
Welch’s t-test using erf function for the most significant detected
signal with the H-spec model spectrum of log VMRTiO= −8. The
black dashes show the most significant signal, the white dashes
show the expected Kp and Vsys, and the color bar grid interval is 1-
σ, the white area also represents the 1-σ error of the detected signal.
et al. 2015). The full inversion T/P profile has also been re-
ported for another super hot Jupiter, WASP-121b by Evans
et al. (2017), which resolved the emission spectral feature
of H2O at near-infrared wavelength, using HST. Our result
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Figure 16. Histogram of the in-trail and out-trail mean CCF dis-
tribution, the in-trail distribution is slightly shifted from the out-of-
trail distribution.
Figure 17. Q-Q plot of the out-of-trail distribution which shows
that the distribution is Gaussian until 4-σ.
is complementary to the TiO detection using low-dispersion
spectroscopy in WASP-19b by Sedaghati et al. (2017), who
were able to constrain the relative abundance of TiO (0.12
p.p.b) but could not provide information about T/P profile
as they were only able to measure the transmission level of
the molecules in the atmosphere. The constraint on the rela-
tive abundance level of TiO in WASP-33b can be obtained by
analyzing it using a self-consistent atmospheric model and/or
by combining low- and high-dispersion spectroscopy in order
to introduce a more precise constraint of the relative abun-
dance of each detected molecules and the T/P profile of the
exoplanet atmosphere (Brogi et al. 2017).
By observing for about nine hours only using the 8.2 m
Subaru telescope, we are able to detect significant signature
of TiO in the atmosphere of WASP-33b. Our results demon-
strate that high-dispersion spectroscopy is a powerful tool
to characterize the atmosphere of an exoplanet, and show
a promising potential of developing similar/more advanced
techniques for the Infra Red Doppler instrument (Kotani et al.
2014) in the Subaru telescope, and for extra large telescopes
facilities in the future, as suggested by several authors (e.g.
Kawahara & Hirano 2014; Snellen et al. 2015).
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APPENDIX
A. CORRECTION FOR BLAZE FUNCTION VARIATION AND NORMALIZATION OF SPECTRA
As Winn et al. (2004) showed, observation using HDS suffered from variation of the blaze function during the observation.
The continuum profile is not important in our analysis, but it is useful to correct this variation as a method of subtracting the
continuum of each spectrum. We used the first frame as a reference spectrum and compared the rest of spectra by calculating the
ratio of both spectra. By looking at the ratio of all spectra, we found wavelength variations with similar patterns for all orders,
but these vary along the time of the observation (see Figure 18). The ratio spectra were then clipped to remove any outlier.
In order to avoid any residual broad stellar absorption lines mismatch in the ratio spectra, we selected a 301-pixels smoothing
window and applied smoothing, using PyAstronomy.pyasl.smooth8 with a flat window function. Each of the compared spectra
was then divided by its smoothed ratio spectra, resulting in a spectra with shared blaze function with the reference spectrum,
while conserving stellar lines and telluric line strength variations. A spline function was fitted to the reference spectrum using
continuum manually and divided all spectra by it to get the normalized spectra.
Figure 18. Top panel: Spectra from two different epoch for order 93 (left panel), 92 (middle panel), 91 (right panel), which were taken at
the beginning (blue box) and the end (orange triangle) of the observation. The continuum profile of the second spectrum after correction (red
circle) matched with the first spectrum. Bottom panel: ratio of the spectra before (blue circle) and after (black star) correction. The orange line
is the smoothed ratio profile used to correct the variation.
B. SYSREM ALGORITHM
As in Tamuz et al. (2005), the aim is to find the two sets of effective extinction coefficients (ci) and air mass (aj) that optimally
describe the atmospheric absorption in each wavelength bin (i) of each frame (j). By taking the observed air mass as the first
input of a, we search for the optimal ci that minimizes
R2i =
∑
j
(rij − ciaj)2
σ2ij
(B1)
8 http://www.hs.uni-hamburg.de/DE/Ins/Per/Czesla/PyA/PyA/index.html
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where σ is the uncertainty of pixels ij calculated by taking the root sum square of the standard deviations of its frame, and the
wavelength bin. Then, ci can be estimated by
ci =
∑
j
(
rijaj/σ
2
ij
)∑
j
(
a2j/σ
2
ij
) (B2)
Then, by using the estimated ci, the “optimized air mass” (a
(1)
j ) can also be found that minimizes
R2j =
∑
i
(rij − ciaj)2
σ2ij
(B3)
by calculating
a
(1)
j =
∑
i
(
rijci/σ
2
ij
)∑
i
(
c2i /σ
2
ij
) (B4)
By using the “optimized air mass”, the “optimized coefficient” c(1)i can be calculated and by performing this “criss-cross” iteration
the stable value of cˆ(1)i , aˆ
(1)
j can be found. The residual can be calculated as
r
(1)
ij = rij − cˆ(1)i aˆ(1)j (B5)
At this point, the first systematic effect has been removed; then, by performing a similar calculation to find c(2)i , a
(2)
j that minimize
R2i =
∑
j
(
r
(1)
ij − c(2)i a(2)j
)2
σ2ij
(B6)
the second and subsequent systematics can be calculated and removed. Note that cˆiaˆj does not actually represent the real
extinction coefficient and air mass even for the first iteration, but a linear systematic effect that varies as a function of wavelength
and time (or frame number).
C. CROSS SECTION OF MOLECULES
The TiO line list from Plez (1998) was used, which include five different isotopes with nine electronics systems, and the
partition function that was published by Barklem & Collet (2016). As Py4CATS only supports HITRAN- and GEISA-like
databases, instead of using its extract module, we used our custom build Python script to extract the TiO line list and wrote them
in HITRAN-like format, which then were used to calculate line-by-line cross-sections. The cross-section (k) of each line is a
product of the line strength (S) and a normalized line profile function (g)
k(ν; νˆ, S, γ) = S(T ) · g(ν; νˆ, γ) with
∫ ∞
−∞
g dν = 1 (C7)
where γ is the line broadening half width at half maximum (HFWHM), ν is the frequency, and νˆ is the line centroid position.
We modified lbl2xs.py at the adjusting line parameter of the p and T section to enable it to calculate line strength using other
partition function databases, and to include thermal (Doppler), natural, and van der Waals broadening for TiO in the line profile
calculations. The line strength at temperature T (S(T )) is calculated by using Equation (1) in Sharp & Burrows (2007). A Voigt
function was used for the line profile, which is defined as
K(x, y) =
y
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
e−t
2
(x− t)2 + y2 dt (C8)
where x, y are defined as dimensionless variables in terms of distance from the line centroid position, ν − νˆ, and the ratio of
Lorentz and Gaussian HWHM γL, γD:
x =
√
ln 2
ν − νˆ
γD
and y =
√
ln 2
γL
γD
(C9)
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The thermal broadening is expressed with a Gaussian profile (gD):
gD(ν) =
1
γD
(
ln 2
pi
)1/2
exp
[
−ln 2
(
ν − νˆ
γD
)2]
(C10)
with γD = νˆ
√
2 ln 2kT
mc2
while natural and van der Waals broadening is expressed with a Lorentz profile (gL)
gL(ν) =
γL/pi
(ν − νˆ)2 + γ2L
(C11)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, m is the mass of the molecular absorber, and c is the speed of light. γL is a
sum of van der Waals (γLW ) and natural (γLN ) line broadening HWHM,
γL = γLW + γLN (C12)
As there was no information available for the van der Waals line broadening width of both molecules, we calculated it by
following Sharp & Burrows (2007) as
γLW = γ0
p
p0
×
(
T0
T
)n
(C13)
with
γ0 =
1
2
[w0 −min(J ′′, 30)w1] (C14)
where J ′′ is the lower rotational quantum number of each energy transition, w0 is the FWHM of a transition at 1 atm (p0) when
J ′′ = 0, w1 is a scale factor of the dependency of the broadening on J ′′, and as suggested in the paper we used w0 = 0.1 cm−1,
w1 = 0.002 cm−1, and n = 0. The minimum criterion in Equation C14 means that the line broadening at J ′′ = 30 is used for
larger J ′′ values. We used the formalism by Gray (1976) for the natural broadening width:
γLN =
0.222 νˆ2
4pic
(C15)
